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MicroLED equipment and manufacturing infrastructure: a cornerstone for microLED and a key
strategic lever for Apple and Samsung to disrupt the industry.
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NOT JUST A NEW DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY: AN OPPORTUNITY TO
DISRUPT THE SUPPLY CHAIN
For many companies, interest in microLEDs lies
beyond just the ability to offer the latest display
technology. Intellectual property analyses
indicate that Apple is planning to forgo thin
film transistor (TFT) backplanes, instead opting
for Si-CMOS microdrivers. The implications
go far beyond a technological choice. Apple’s
microLED supply chain would eliminate reliance
on display makers such as Samsung or LG. Apple
can source microdrivers and microLED chips
from foundry partners and assemble those
components in-house or with other partners
to create unique displays. Although it currently
has more pressing battles to fight, the same
logic applies to Huawei, with the possible added
benefits of a 100% domestic display supply chain
that doesn’t rely on restricted US technology.
For Samsung Visual Display (SVD), Samsung’s TV
division, microLED confers the ability for it to
compete against OLED in the high end, large, TV
segment with a technology that doesn’t rely on
panels from China or its friendly enemy Samsung
Display (SDC). SVD’s microLED technology still

uses low temperature polysilicon (LTPS) TFTs
but, thanks to its modular design, only requires
smartphone-sized tiles that could be sourced
from existing G6 fabs.
Other display makers such as BOE or CSOT want
to leverage their existing TFT infrastructure.
Samsung Display is developing QNEDs, its own
flavor of microLEDs that could fast track the
technology and leverage most of its QD-OLED
investments.
For AUO, microLED could be a matter of
survival. The company has been successfully
managing cash by limiting capital expenditure
(CapEx) and focusing on high added value
products. But China won the LCD war and
the company never invested in OLED capacity,
making it difficult to pursue this strategy in the
long term. MicroLED is AUO’s best shot at
remaining relevant in high-end automotive and
TV panels, without requiring the massive CapEx
of an OLED fab. The company has already
showed various automotive prototypes and
could demo TV prototypes in 2021.
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EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING INFRASTRUCTURE: MAJOR
BOTTLENECKS AND STRATEGIC PLAYS
Availability of standard tools and processes
enabled the commoditization of LCD, and
will soon do so for flexible red/green/blue
(RGB) OLEDs. The lack of microLED process

maturity and the proliferation of technology
paths hinders the development of high volume
manufacturing tools and the development of
the supply chain. This complexity, however, is
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a welcome barrier to entry for companies such
as Apple or Samsung. Both have the financial and
technological strength to develop end-to-end
solutions internally and acquire missing technology
building blocks as needed.

requirement for which traditional LED fabs are
not suited. A paradigm shift is required toward
a semiconductor-like manufacturing mindset with
high efficiency, automation, end-to-end defect
prevention and management strategies.

Latecomers or smaller companies are eager to see
microLED processes converge and off-the shelf
tools become available. Equipment makers such as
Toray Engineering, ASMPT, TDK, V-Technology,
Besi, SET and others are making the first attempts
while technology providers such as Playnitride,
XDC and many others can license key processes
and components.
For high volume consumer applications, economics
drive die sizes to below 5 µm with stringent yields

This is creating an additional push toward adoption
of larger diameter substrates. Going from 6” to 8”
is especially desirable as it grants access to battletested, retrofitted semiconductor equipment. This
also increases the appeal for GaN-On-Si platforms
that are readily available in 8” and already looking
toward 12”. While more challenging, 8” sapphire
and GaAs platforms however remain credible
options.
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MICROLED ADOPTION: KEY PLAYERS AND INFLEXION POINTS VARY FROM ONE
APPLICATION TO ANOTHER
OLED is the incumbent technology to beat.
MicroLEDs’ cost must decrease by at least an
order of magnitude to compete in the high end
segments. This is daunting but the report shows
that there are challenging, yet credible, paths

toward this goal. It is difficult however to produce a
realistic scenario under which microLED becomes
cheaper than OLED. This raises the question:
can microLED strongly differentiate from OLED?
Also, how much price elasticity should we expect?
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There are very strong cases for microLED
in automotive and augmented reality, with,
for the latter, the benefit of an easier-toset-up supply chain. For smartphones and
smartwatches, OLED is hard to beat in both
performance and cost. Success will require
taking advantage of microLEDs’ unique features
and ability to integrate full display sensors on
the front plane to deliver not only stunning
performance, but functionalities that no other
display technologies can. Patents from Apple
hint at depth, fingerprint, touch, force and
biometric sensors, or imaging systems such as
camera and iris or retina scan. Smartwatch is a
stepping stone and smartphones, although still
uncertain and years away, are the end game.
For TVs, differentiation lies in the ability to
assemble arbitrarily large displays from smaller,
smartphone-size modules. While compelling,
the report shows that it is not easy to deliver

pleasant off-state appearance and completely
eliminate visible seams between tiles.
Each application has its own inflexion point
and, initially, its own supply chain enabled by
a champion. Apple will lead on smartwatches
and Samsung on TVs which, as manufacturing
and technologies improve, will evolve smoothly
from luxury, products in excess of $100,000
towards high-end consumer devices. Apple
has some unique challenges though. It’s aiming
at high volume consumer products that come
under a high degree of scrutiny. From day one,
everything must be perfect at every level of
the supply chain, which must also be ready to
produce high volumes from the day on which
the switch is flipped. But there is no rush for
Apple: as much as the technology itself, it is
the supply chain disruption that could motivate
the company.
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General Terms and Conditions of Sale
Definitions: “Acceptance”: Action by which the Buyer accepts
these General Terms and Conditions of Sale in their entirety. It is
done by signing the purchase order which states “I hereby accept
Yole Développement’s General Terms and Conditions of Sale”.
“Buyer”: Any business user (i.e. any person acting in the course of its
business activities for its business needs) placing an order pursuant to
these General Terms and Conditions of Sale, with the exclusion of any
individual consumer acting for his/her sole personal interest.
“Seller”: Headquartered in Villeurbanne (France), Yole Développement
provides marketing, technology and strategy consulting, media and
corporate finance services, reverse engineering/costing services as
well as IP and patent analysis. With dedicated teams of technology &
market analysts, Yole Développement operates worldwide with the
key industrial companies, R&D institutes and investors to help them
understand the market and technology trends.
“Contracting Parties” or “Parties”: The Seller on the one hand
and the Buyer on the other hand.
“Intellectual Property Rights” (“IPR”) means any rights
held by the Seller in its Products, including any patents, trademarks,
registered models, designs, copyrights, inventions, commercial
secrets and know-how, technical information, company or trading
names and any other intellectual property rights or similar in any part
of the world, notwithstanding the fact that they have been registered
or not and including any pending registration of one of the above
mentioned rights.
“Products”
Our products can be bought either on a unit basis or as a bundled
offer (i.e. subscription for a period of 12 calendar months).
“Report”
Reports are established in PowerPoint and delivered in a PDF format
with an additional Excel file. 30 min of Q&A session with an analyst/
author can be included for all purchased reports (except the ones
bought as a one user license). More time can be allocated on a fee basis.
“Monitor”
Monitors are established and delivered in Excel. An additional PDF
can also be added. Q&A with an Analyst is possible for each monitor
(except where specified otherwise). Frequency of the release vary
according to the monitor or service (quarterly and monthly). All
monitor products are eligible for a Corporate License.
“Tracks”
Yearly subscription to access a web-based interactive portal to view
features and specs of a device or component based on a complete
teardown process.
“License”
For the reports 3 different licenses are proposed. Buyer has to
choose one license type:
• One User License: The report is intended for only one identified user
at the Company purchasing the report - Sharing is strictly forbidden
• Multi-User License: The report can be shared by an identified user
at the Company purchasing the report with an unlimited number
of employees of said Company, working in the country where the
identified user is based. No rights are granted to any employees of
any Subsidiaries or Joint Ventures of the Company.
• Corporate License: The report or monitor can be shared by an
identified user of the Company purchasing the report with an
unlimited number of employees of said Company on a global basis.
Subsidiaries controlled by the Company are included, however Joint
Ventures involving the Company are excluded.
DISCLAIMER: Notwithstanding the fact that certain persons within
an organisation may be entitled to access a report pursuant to a MultiUser or a Corporate License, Yole Développement shall in no event
incur any liability in any form whatsoever, if Yole Développement
should sell one or more licenses directly to any such persons.
1. SCOPE
1.1 B
 oth Contracting Parties undertake to comply with these
General Terms and Conditions of Sale.
ANY ADDITIONAL, DIFFERENT, OR CONFLICTING TERMS
AND CONDITIONS IN ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS ISSUED
BY THE BUYER AT ANY TIME ARE HEREBY OBJECTED TO BY
THE SELLER, ARE DEEMED WHOLLY INAPPLICABLE TO ANY
SALE MADE HEREUNDER, AND SHALL NOT BE BINDING IN
ANY WAY ON THE SELLER.
1.2 T
 hese General Terms and Conditions of Sale shall be deemed valid
and enforceable between the Contracting Parties after acceptance
of an order from the Buyer by the Seller pursuant to Article 1.3
below. For such purpose, the Buyer, when signing the purchase
order which mentions “I hereby accept Yole Développement’s
Terms and Conditions of Sale” is deemed to have fully and
unequivocally accepted these Terms and Conditions of Sale.
1.3 Orders are deemed to be accepted only upon written acceptance
and confirmation by the Seller, within [7 days] from the date of
order, to be sent either by email. In the absence of any confirmation
in writing, no order shall be deemed to have been accepted.
2. MAILING OF THE PRODUCTS
2.1 P roducts are sent by email to the Buyer after Seller’s confirmation:
• Within a few days from the Seller’s confirmation of the order for
Products already released and paid; or
• Within a reasonable time for Products ordered prior to their
effective release. In this case, the Seller shall use its best
endeavours to inform the Buyer of an indicative release date
and the evolution of the work in progress.
2.2 T
 he Seller shall by no means be responsible for any delay pursuant
to Article 2.1 above, in particular in cases where a new event or
access to new contradictory information would require the Seller
analyst to dedicate extra time to compute or compare the data in
order to enable the Seller to deliver a high quality Product.
2.3 T
 he mailing of the Product will occur only upon payment by the Buyer,
in accordance with the conditions contained in Article 3 above.

2.4. T
 he mailing is operated through electronic means either by
email via the sales department or automatically online via an
email/password. The Buyer is responsible for ensuring that the
Buyers platform has the required capacities and authorisations
to receive the Product(s) emailed by the Seller. If the Product’s
electronic delivery format is defective, the Seller undertakes to
replace it at no charge to the Buyer provided that the Seller is
informed of the defective formatting within 90 days from the
date of the original download or receipt of the Product.
2.5 The person receiving the Products on behalf of the Buyer
shall immediately verify the quality of the Products and their
conformity with the order. Any claim for apparent defects or for
non-conformity shall be sent in writing to the Seller within 8 days
of receipt of the Products. For this purpose, the Buyer agrees to
produce sufficient evidence of such defects.
2.6 N
 o return of Products shall be accepted without prior written
notification from the Buyer to the Seller, even in case of delayed
delivery. Any Product returned to the Seller without the Buyer
providing prior notification to the Seller as required under
Article 2.5 above shall remain at the Buyer’s risk. In no event shall
the Seller incur any liability for Products erroneously ordered by
the Buyer, or for any request from the Buyer to replace a Product
previously ordered by a different Product.
3. PRICE, INVOICING AND PAYMENT
3.1 P rices are given in the orders corresponding to each Product
sold on a unit basis or corresponding to annual subscriptions.
They are deemed to be inclusive of all taxes applicable in the
country where the Seller is based (except for France where VAT
will be added). The prices are re-evaluated from time to time by
the Seller. The effective price is deemed to be the one applicable
at the time of the order.
3.2 P ayments due by the Buyer shall be sent by cheque payable to
Yole Développement, or made by credit card or by electronic
transfer to the following account:
HSBC, 1 place de la Bourse 69002 Lyon France
Bank code: 30056
Branch code: 00170
Account n°: 0170 200 1565 87
BIC or SWIFT code: CCFRFRPP
IBAN: FR76 3005 6001 7001 7020 0156 587
To secure the payments due to the Seller, the Seller reserves
the right to request down payments from the Buyer. In such
case, the need for a down payment will be mentioned on the
corresponding order.
3.3 P ayment is due by the Buyer to the Seller within 30 days from
invoice date, except as otherwise specifically agreed in writing
by the Buyer and the Seller. If the Buyer fails to pay at the due
date and fails to request and obtain from the Seller a payment
extension, the latter shall be entitled to invoice interest in
arrears based on the annual rate Refi of the “BCE” + 7 points, in
accordance with article L.441-6 of the French Commercial Code.
3.4 T
 he Seller publications (reports, monitors, tracks...) are due for
delivery only after receipt by the Seller of any payment due by the
Buyer prior to delivery.
3.5 In the event of termination of the contract by the Seller
attributable to Buyer misconduct during the contract, the Seller
will have the right to invoice all work performed at the time of
termination, and to take legal action for damages.
4. LIABILITIES
4.1 T
 he Buyer or any other individual or legal person acting on its
behalf, being a business user buying the Products for its business
activities, shall be solely responsible for the choice of the Products
purchased as well as for the use and interpretations the Buyer
makes of the documents it purchases, of the results the Buyer
obtains, and of the advice and acts the Buyer bases thereon .
4.2 In no event shall the Seller be liable for:
a) Damages of any kind, including without limitation, incidental or
consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages
for loss of profits, business interruption and loss of programs
or information) arising out of the use of a Product or the use of
or the inability by the Buyer to use the Seller’s website, or any
information provided on the website, or contained in a Product;
b) Any claim attributable to errors, omissions or other inaccuracies
in a Product or interpretations thereof.
4.3 A
 ll the information contained in the Products has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable. The Seller does not warrant
the accuracy, completeness adequacy or reliability of such
information, which cannot be guaranteed to be free from errors.
4.4 A
 ny Product that the Seller sells may, upon prior notice to the Buyer
from time to time be modified by Seller or substituted with a similar
Product meeting the needs of the Buyer. Such modification shall not
lead to any liability of the Seller, provided that the Seller ensures the
substituted Product is similar to the Product initially ordered.
4.5 In the case where, after inspection, it is acknowledged that a Product
contain defects, the Seller undertakes to replace the defective
product to the extent reasonably feasible and without indemnification
or compensation of any kind for labour costs, delays, loss caused or
any other reason being due by the Buyer . This undertaking from the
Seller shall be effective for a maximum of two months starting from
the delivery date but shall not be applicable in the event of force
majeure as described in Article 5 below.
4.6 The deadlines that the Seller is asked to provide for the mailing of
a Product are given for information purposes only and are not
guaranteed. If such deadlines are not met, this shall not, without
the agreement of the Seller lead to any claim for damages or right
of cancellation of one or more orders by the Buyer, except for nonacceptable delays exceeding [3] months from the stated deadline. In
such case only i.e. only in the event of a delay exceeding (3) months
from the stated deadline the Buyer shall be entitled to ask for a
reimbursement of any down payment previously made to the Seller,
to the exclusion of any other damages.

4.7 The Seller does not make any warranties, express or implied,
including, without limitation, those of sale ability and fitness for a
particular purpose, with respect to any Products. Although the Seller
shall take reasonable steps to screen Products for infection of viruses,
worms, Trojan horses or other codes containing contaminating or
destructive properties before making Products available, the Seller
cannot guarantee that any Product will be free from infection.
5. FORCE MAJEURE
The Seller shall not be liable for any delay in performance directly
or indirectly caused by or resulting from acts of nature, fire, flood,
accident, riot, war, government intervention, embargoes, strikes, labour
difficulties, epidemics, major health event (e.g. Corona virus), equipment
failure, late deliveries by suppliers or other difficulties which are beyond
the control, and not attributable to the fault of the Seller.
6. PROTECTION OF THE SELLER’S IPR
6.1 A
 ll the IPR attached to the Products are and remain the property
of the Seller and are protected under French and international
copyright law and conventions.
6.2 The Buyer agreed not to disclose, copy, reproduce, redistribute,
resell or publish a Product, or any part of it to any other party
other than employees of the Buyer Company (and only in the
country of the Primary User for Multi-User Licenses). The Buyer
shall have the right to use Products solely for its own internal
information purposes. In particular, the Buyer shall therefore not
use any Product for purposes such as:
• Information storage and retrieval systems;
• Recordings and re-transmittals over any network (including any
local area network);
• Use in any timesharing, service bureau, bulletin board or similar
arrangement or public display;
• Posting any Product to any other online service (including
bulletin boards or the Internet);
• Licensing, leasing, selling, offering for sale or assigning a Product
or any derivative thereof.
6.3 If the Buyer would like to use data coming from a Product for
presentations, press announcements and any other projects, the
Buyer needs to contact Yole Développement’s Public Relations
Director (info@yole.fr) to get an official authorization and
confirm that the data are up to date. In return the Seller will make
sure to provide up-to-date data under a suitable public format.
6.4 T
 he Buyer shall be solely responsible towards the Seller for any
infringement of the obligation described in Article 6.3 above,
whether such infringement originates from the Buyer’s employees or
any person to whom the Buyer has sent the Products. Furthermore,
the Buyer shall initiate and personally take care of any related
proceedings in coordination with the Seller, and the Buyer shall bear
the related financial consequences in their entirety.
6.5 T
 he Buyer shall define within its Company an identified user who
shall serve as a contact person for the License purchased by the
Buyer. This person will be the recipient of each new report.
This person shall also be responsible on behalf of the Buyer, for
compliance with all copyrights and other obligations relating to the
protection of the Seller’s IP rights and general compliance with the
terms of the License purchased by the Company. In the context of
Bundle and Annual Subscriptions, the contact person shall decide
within the Buyer which person(s) shall be entitled to receive the
protected link that will allow the Buyer to access the Products.
6.6 It is acknowledged and accepted by the Buyer that whether
purchased in the form of Bundles or Annual Subscription, all
unselected reports will be deemed cancelled and lost after a period
of 12 month following acceptance of the corresponding order by the
Seller in accordance with provisions of Article 1.3 above .
6.7 It is further acknowledged and agreed by the Buyer that any investor in
the Buyer Company, any external consultant of the Buyer Company or
any joint venture done with a third party in which the Buyer Company
is involved , is not entitled to use a Product, without paying to the
Seller the full price for a license to the required Product..
7. TERMINATION
If the Buyer cancels the order in whole or in part or postpones the
date of mailing, the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller for the entire costs
that have been incurred as at the date of notification by the Buyer of
such delay or cancellation. This may also apply for any other direct or
indirect consequential loss that may be incurred by the Seller, pursuant
to such cancellation or postponement.
8. MISCELLANEOUS
8.1 A
 ll the provisions of these General Terms and Conditions of Sale
are for the benefit of the Seller, but also for that of its licensors,
resellers and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce
these provisions against the Buyer.
Any notices under these Terms and Conditions shall be given in
writing and shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.
8.2 The Seller may, from time to time, update these General Terms and
Conditions of Sale, and the Buyer, shall be deemed to have accepted
the latest version of such General Terms and Conditions of Sale,
once they have been duly communicated to the Buyer by the Seller.
9. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
9.1 A
 ny dispute arising out or linked to these General Terms and
Conditions of Sale or to any Licenses or Products purchased in
application thereof shall be submitted to the French Commercial
Court of Lyon, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.
9.2 French law (without reference to any applicable conflict of law
provisions) shall apply to these General Terms and Conditions of
sale and any agreement between the Buyer and the Seller made
pursuant thereto.

